How should the University best communicate the information you need to safely return to Grounds?

- Information from your manager: 403
- Websites: 374
- Your local school/unit newsletter: 62
- Newsletter from HR: 79
- Direct Emails: 1235
What would be your FIRST CHOICE of those listed below that you would like the University to offer when it's time to return to Grounds?

- Flexible schedule opportunities (including rotating populations in workspaces throughout the day to keep density low): 346
- Working remotely: 1083
- Additional/continuing back-up care benefits: 15

1444 respondents
How productive are you while working remotely compared to when working on Grounds?

- Much less productive: 22
- Less productive: 122
- About the same: 481
- More productive: 476
- Much more productive: 357
- I am not working remotely: 24
Given social distancing norms, the new policy requiring face masks and enhanced cleaning that will be done, do you agree with the following:

I am comfortable returning to work on Grounds.

[Scale: Strongly disagree (0) to Strongly agree (5)]

2.5
What one thing is most critical to you in order to feel safe returning to Grounds?

- 317: Workplace or transportation changes
- 605: Student compliance with guidelines
- 95: Availability of personal protective equipment
- 460: Containment of infectious outbreaks
- 65: Support for staff who get COVID-19

Total responses: 1542